
BY LIGHT FORMS ALLIANCE WITH CYBRAICS INC., STRENGTHENING 

CYBERSECURITY CAPABILITIES 

Partnership with a focus on reinforcing healthcare information security 

 

Arlington, VA (March 5, 2018) - By Light Professional IT Services LLC (By Light) is excited to 

announce a strategic alliance with Cybraics Inc., adding security analytics and artificial intelligence “as a 

service” to By Light’s portfolio of cybersecurity and compliance capabilities.  

 

By Light, a HITRUST CSF Assessor Organization and leading provider of secure government and 

commercial IT solutions, is incorporating proven Department of Defense security tools and techniques as 

part of the HITRUST Common Security Framework (CSF) Assessments for the commercial healthcare 

market.  

 

“Our strategic alliance will focus on advancing healthcare information security and data breach 

protection for both the U.S. Government and commercial HIPAA Covered Entities and Business 

Associates,” says Bob Donahue Jr., CEO of By Light. “Integrating Cybraics into our assessments and 

managed security services adds Artificial Intelligence (AI) with machine learning as a force multiplier to 

rapidly identify anomalies in behavior, evaluate the potential for a cybersecurity attack in progress or 

lying in wait, and responding quickly to mitigate threats before a data breach, fraud or abuse occurs.” 

 

Please visit us in Booth #11015 at the 2018 HIMSS Conference & Exhibition in Las Vegas, NV to learn 

how By Light and Cybraics can help your healthcare organization protect against cybercrime and 

achieve compliance. 

 

 

About By Light Professional IT Services LLC  

Founded in 2002, By Light (www.bylight.com) is an ISO 9001, 20000, 27001, HITRUST CSF Assessor, 

and CMMI Dev 3 registered and certified organization, providing a full range of professional services, 

hardware, and software engineering solutions to defense, civilian, and commercial customers worldwide.  

Visit www.bylight.com for more information. 

 

About Cybraics Inc. 

Cybraics is a security analytics and artificial intelligence company, focused on solving the hardest 

problems in cybersecurity. We are a collection of like-minded citizens passionate about ensuring that our 

nation’s organizations and citizens can live free of cybercrime. We have created the first security analytics 

and Artificial Intelligence platform delivered as-a-service, nLighten. The nLighten platform uniquely 

combines multiple modes of machine learning with an advanced AI engine to find unknown, advanced 

and insider threats, and increases the overall efficiency of security teams. Visit www.cybraics.com for 

more information. 
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